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Abstract
Working over a finite field of order q, let Un(q) be the group of upper triangular n × n matrices with all
diagonal entries equal to 1. It is known that all complex irreducible characters of Un(q) have degrees that
are powers of q and that all powers qe occur for 0 e μ(n), where the upper bound μ(n) is defined by the
formulas μ(2m) = m(m − 1) and μ(2m + 1) = m2. It has been conjectured that the number of irreducible
characters having degree qe is some polynomial in q with integer coefficients (depending on n and e). In
this paper, we construct explicit polynomials for the cases where e is one of μ(n), μ(n) − 1 and 1. Also,
a list of polynomials is presented that appear to give the correct character counts for n 9. Several related
results concerning pattern groups are also included.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let F be the finite field of order q , and write Un(q) to denote the unitary upper triangular
group of n × n matrices over F . (These, of course, are the matrices with all below-diagonal
entries equal to 0 and all diagonal entries equal to 1.) By a result of the author [3], it is known
that the degrees of all (complex) irreducible characters of Un(q) are powers of q . In fact, it was
shown by B. Huppert [2] that the set of integers that occur as degrees of irreducible characters of
Un(q) is precisely {qe | 0 e μ(n)}, where
μ(n) =
{
m(m − 1) if n = 2m, and
m2 if n = 2m + 1.
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I.M. Isaacs / Journal of Algebra 315 (2007) 698–719 699The notation μ(n) is borrowed from G. Lehrer [7], who observed that qμ(n) is an upper bound
for the irreducible character degrees of Un(q), and who showed that the number of irreducible
characters of degree qμ(n) is at least (q − 1)[n/2]. (The square brackets here denote the “greatest
integer” function.) As we shall see, the fact that qμ(n) is an upper bound is nearly a triviality; the
real force of Lehrer’s work is that there actually are many irreducible characters of this degree.
We mention that Huppert’s proof in [2] uses essentially the same technique as Lehrer, and some
of our arguments here also follow Lehrer.
Let us write Nn,e(q) to denote the number of irreducible characters of Un(q) having degree qe.
Thus, for example, Nn,e(q) = 0 if e > μ(n), and Lehrer’s result is that Nn,μ(n)(q) (q −1)[n/2].
Also, it is well known (and fairly easy to see) that Nn,0(q) = qn−1. (We present a more general
count of linear characters in Theorem 2.1.)
For small values of n, it is easy to compute all of the functions Nn,e exactly. For example,




N3,1(q) = q − 1,
N4,0(q) = q3,
N4,1(q) = q(q − 1)(q + 1),
N4,2(q) = q(q − 1).
As these formulas suggest, and as was conjectured by Lehrer, perhaps it is true that all of the
functions Nn,e(q) are polynomials in q with integer coefficients. We discuss this question here,
giving some evidence in support of Lehrer’s conjecture. We also explain why some skeptical
caution about this conjecture might be appropriate.
Since the total number of irreducible characters of an arbitrary finite group G is equal to the







and so if Lehrer’s conjecture is true and the functions Nn,e(q) actually are polynomials in q
with integer coefficients, then the same is true about k(Un(q)), viewed as a function of q . That
k(Un(q)) is a polynomial in q with integer coefficients was conjectured in 1960 by G. Higman
[1], and more recently, some results in this direction were established by A. Vera-López and
J.M. Arregi. As is true for the irreducible character degrees of Un(q) (but for much more ele-
mentary reasons), the class sizes of Un(q) are also powers of q , and in their papers [11] and
[12], Vera-López and Arregi showed that the number of conjugacy classes of Un(q) of size qe
is a polynomial in q when e is small when compared to n and when e is large when compared
with n. Also, we mention that J. Thompson has done a considerable amount of work on the
problem of determining k(Un(q)). (See his preprint [10].)
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Of course, (∗) is consistent with the functions Nn,e(q) being polynomials in q with integer
coefficients, and for given n, it provides a check for any list of polynomials claiming to be these
functions.
In Appendix A to this paper, we list explicit polynomial functions of q that we believe are
probably the correct formulas for Nn,e(q) for all n 9 and 0 e μ(n). What is definitely true
is that the values of our polynomials are equal to the numbers Nn,e(q) for q ∈ {2,3,4,5,7}, and
in addition, these polynomials satisfy (for all q) the necessary condition (∗). To find the polyno-
mials given in Appendix A, we first determined the actual numbers Nn,e(q) for q ∈ {2,3,4,5,7},
with n 9 and 0 e μ(n). (For this, we used an algorithm of M. Slattery, implemented in the
software package magma.) Next, we found polynomials with relatively low degree and relatively
small coefficients that fit these data, and finally, we checked our results by verifying (∗) for the
polynomials we found.
The main results of this paper are formulas for Nn,e(q) for certain values of e and all n. Many
of these formulas were found previously, by M. Marjoram, although some of them have never
appeared in print. (See Marjoram’s 1999 paper [8], where he refers to his unpublished 1997 PhD
thesis, [9]. I thank A. Moretó and the referee, each of whom, after reading an earlier version of
this paper, told me about Marjoram’s work.)
It is likely that our methods can be pushed further (with increasing difficulty) to obtain a
few more polynomial formulas of this type. But as we will explain, no version of our approach
can possibly yield a full proof of Lehrer’s conjecture. We shall see that all of the irreducible
characters of Un(q) that are counted by our methods have values in the field Q[], where  is a
primitive pth root of unity for the prime p dividing q . It is known, however, that for large n, not
all irreducible characters of Un(q) have values in this field. (For example, U13(2) has a nonreal
irreducible character, as is shown in [4] and [5].) Since there is neither theoretical nor empirical
evidence to suggest that the number of such “exotic” (large field) irreducible characters of Un(q)
is a polynomial in q , some skepticism about Lehrer’s conjecture seems appropriate.
We prove the following.
Theorem A. The following formulas hold.
(a) For n 3, we have
Nn,1(q) = qn−3(q − 1)
(
(n − 3)q + 1).
(b) For n 1, we have
Nn,μ(n)(q) =
{
(q − 1)m if n = 2m + 1, and
q(q − 1)m−1 if n = 2m.
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Nn,μ(n)−1(q) =
{
q(q − 1)m−1(m(q − 1) + 1) if n = 2m + 1, and
q(q − 1)m−1((m − 1)q + 1) if n = 2m.
In particular, the functions Nn,e(q) really are polynomials in q with integer coefficients if
e is at or nearly at the extremes of the range 0  e  μ(n). Also, note that by giving a precise
formula, part (b) sharpens Lehrer’s inequality: Nn,μ(n)(q) (q−1)[n/2]. (Thus Lehrer’s estimate
is exactly correct if n is odd, but it is too small for even n.)
In [8], Marjoram established formulas for Nn,1(q), and also for Nn,2(q), and so part (a) of
Theorem A is properly included in his work. (But since Theorem A(a) follows easily via our
general approach, it seems appropriate to present it here.) Part (b) of our theorem is included in
Marjoram’s unpublished thesis [9], as is the case n = 2m of part (c). In addition, Marjoram’s
thesis includes a polynomial formula for Nn,μ(n)−2(q) in the case where n is even. (We mention
that Marjoram’s formula correctly predicts the appropriate empirically derived polynomials for
n = 6 and n = 8 in our Appendix A.)
We mention that if the polynomials in Appendix A are expressed as functions of q − 1 and
not as functions of q , then the coefficients of all of these polynomials are nonnegative, and this
suggests a strengthened form of Lehrer’s conjecture. (But of course, there really is no evidence
for the following if n and e are chosen to allow the existence of large-field irreducible characters.)
Conjecture B. The functions Nn,e(q) are polynomials in q − 1 with nonnegative integer coeffi-
cients.
I should mention that in the last decade or so, a great deal of work has been done on the
character theory of Un(q) and related groups. In addition to the articles already cited, there are
papers by C. André, J. Sangroniz, N. Yan, P. Diaconis, and others, including me. But none of this
work appears to bear directly on the question of finding formulas for the number of irreducible
characters, and so we do not give explicit references.
2. Pattern groups
Observe that Un(q) is exactly the set of matrices of the form 1 + a, where a is a member of
the nilpotent associative F -algebra S consisting of the strictly upper triangular matrices. If J ⊆ S
is an arbitrary subalgebra, then G = 1 + J = {1 + a | a ∈ J } is a subgroup of Un(q), and we call
such an object an algebra subgroup. (We mention that the result of [3] shows not only that the
degrees of the irreducible characters of Un(q) are powers of q , but also that the same is true for
all algebra subgroups of Un(q).)
One way to produce subalgebras of S and the corresponding algebra subgroups of Un(q) is to
choose a pattern on {1,2, . . . , n}, by which we mean a subset
P ⊆ {(i, j) ∣∣ 1 i < j  n}.
Consider the F -linear span J of those matrix units ei,j for which (i, j) ∈ P . Then J ⊆ S is
the subspace consisting of all strictly upper triangular n × n matrices whose nonzero entries
are restricted to lie at positions in the pattern P . Also, J is a subalgebra if and only if P is
closed in the sense that if (i, j) ∈ P and (j, k) ∈ P , then (i, k) ∈ P . In this case, we say that
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write GP (q) to denote the pattern subgroup of Un(q) corresponding to the closed pattern P .)
Of course, the whole group Un(q) is a pattern subgroup, and thus Lehrer’s conjecture can be
generalized: perhaps it is true that for every closed pattern P , the function that counts the number
of irreducible characters of degree qe of GP (q) is a polynomial in q with integer coefficients.
(As we explained in the previous section, however, we are somewhat skeptical of the original
conjecture, and so we do not have much confidence in this strengthened version. We have been
unable to show that it is false, however.)
We mention a convenient way to think about closed patterns. Choose a partial order on the
set {1,2, . . . , n} that is compatible with the natural order on the integers. In other words, if i
lies below j in the partial order, we require that i  j . (To avoid confusion, we will not use a
symbol for the inequality in the partial order; instead we will refer to numbers as being “above”
or “below” other numbers.) Given a compatible partial order on {1,2, . . . , n}, let P be the set
of pairs (i, j) such that i lies below j . It is easy to see that P is a closed pattern, and thus the
given partial order determines a pattern group. Conversely, given an arbitrary closed pattern P ,
we can define a compatible partial order by letting i lie below j precisely when (i, j) ∈ P .
Observe that the partial order corresponding to the pattern group Un(q) is just the natural order
on {1,2, . . . , n}.
Although we have expressed doubt about whether or not the number of irreducible characters
of degree qe of the pattern group GP (q) is necessarily a polynomial in q , this definitely is true
for e = 0. In fact, the number of linear characters of GP (q) is a power of q , as described in
the following theorem. To state our result, we recall that in a partially ordered set, a point j is
said to cover i if j lies above i and no point lies strictly between i and j . In the usual graphical
representation of a partially ordered set, therefore, we see that j covers i precisely when j lies
above i and is joined to i by an edge.
2.1. Theorem. Let P be a closed pattern on {1,2, . . . , n}. Then the number of linear charac-
ters of GP (q) is exactly qm, where m is the number of pairs (i, j) such that j covers i in the
partial order corresponding to P . Equivalently, m is the number of edges in the usual graphical
representation of this partial order.
For example, in the case where the partial order is the natural order on {1,2, . . . , n} and
GP (q) = Un(q), we see that j covers i precisely when j = i + 1. In this situation, there are ex-
actly n−1 covering pairs, and hence (as is well known) the number of linear characters of Un(q)
is qn−1. (Marjoram’s paper [8] also contains this count of the linear characters of Un(q).)
We defer the proof of Theorem 2.1 until we present our general (and only partially successful)
character counting technique, but we offer a corollary now.
2.2. Corollary. Write G = 1 + J , where G is a pattern subgroup of Un(q) and J is the corre-
sponding pattern algebra. Then the derived subgroup G′ of G is the algebra group 1 + J 2, and
in fact, G′ is a pattern subgroup.
A number of comments seem appropriate here. First, if G = 1 + J is an arbitrary algebra
group, then since J 2 is an ideal of J , it is easy to see that 1 + J 2 is a normal subgroup of 1 + J ,
and that the factor group is abelian. It follows in this generality that G′ ⊆ 1 + J 2. In general,
however, it is not true that G′ = 1 + J 2 or even that G′ is an algebra subgroup. A specific
counterexample can be constructed by taking J to be the Jacobson radical of the group algebra of
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generated by the elements of the form x − 1 for x ∈ G′ has dimension 11.
Write [J,J ] to denote the subspace of J spanned by “Lie brackets” of the form [x, y] =
xy − yx for x, y ∈ J . Then clearly, [J,J ] ⊆ J 2 and for pattern algebras, we have [J,J ] = J 2.
To see this, observe that J 2 is the linear span of elements of the form xy, where x and y run over
some fixed basis for J , and similarly, [J,J ] is the linear span of the elements [x, y], where x and
y come from a basis for J . If J is a pattern algebra, it has a basis of matrix units, and for x and y
in this basis, one of xy or yx is necessarily 0, and the other is equal to ±[x, y]. It follows in this
case that the linear spans of the products and of the Lie brackets of pairs of basis elements are
equal, and this shows that J 2 = [J,J ] for pattern groups. By Corollary 2.2, therefore, we have
G′ = 1 + [J,J ] in this case.
It may be tempting to guess that G′ = 1 + [J,J ] for all algebra groups G = 1 + J , but since
G′ is a subgroup and [J,J ] is a subspace, that would imply that [J,J ] is a subalgebra, and thus
that G′ is an algebra group, which is not always true. For algebra groups in general, therefore, it
is not true that G′ = 1 + [J,J ], and in fact, by a construction of A. Jaikin-Zapirain [6], it is not
even generally true that |G′| = |[J,J ]|.
It is known that the pattern subgroups of Un(q) are exactly those subgroups normalized by
the group D of invertible diagonal n× n matrices over F = GF(q). (We thank R. Guralnick for
informing us of this fact.) It follows that all characteristic subgroups of pattern groups are them-
selves pattern groups, and so the part of Corollary 2.2 that asserts that G′ is a pattern subgroup is
a consequence of this general observation. Since we shall not have further occasion in this paper
to use to the fact that the D-invariant subgroups of Un(q) are the pattern subgroups, we will not
pursue this further here.
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Let P be the pattern corresponding to the pattern subgroup G = 1 + J ,
so that the matrix units ei,j for (i, j) in P form a basis for J and |G| = |J | = q |P |. Now let Q ⊆ P
consist of those pairs (i, j) ∈ P for which there exists t ∈ {1,2, . . . , n} such that (i, t) and (t, j)
both lie in P . Note that Q is a closed pattern and that the matrix units ei,j with (i, j) ∈ Q are
exactly all nonzero products of two of the matrix units forming our basis for J . It follows that J 2
is the pattern subalgebra corresponding to Q.
Now |G : G′| is the number of linear characters of G, which by Theorem 2.1 is equal to qm,
where m = |P −Q|. It follows that |G′| = q |Q| = |J 2|. Since G′ ⊆ 1+J 2, however, we conclude
that equality holds here, and the proof is complete. 
3. Orbits and characters of pattern groups
Let G = 1 + J = GP (q) be a pattern subgroup of Un(q), and assume that the pattern P
contains at least one pair of the form (i, n). (Note that this is a reasonable assumption since
otherwise, G can be embedded in Um(q) for some integer m < n.) Let T be the (nonempty)
subset of {1,2, . . . , n} consisting of numbers t such that (t, n) ∈ P , and let Q = P − {(t, n) |
t ∈ T }. It is clear that the linear span V of the matrix units et,n corresponding to pairs (t, n)
with t ∈ T is a pattern subalgebra with zero multiplication, and thus A = 1 + V is an abelian
pattern group. Also, Q is a closed pattern, and if K is the corresponding pattern algebra, we
write H = 1 + K , so that H is a pattern subgroup of G.
Now JV ⊆ V and V J = 0, and hence V is an ideal of J , and it follows that A = 1 + V is a
normal subgroup of G. Also, since J = V +˙ K and V ∩ K = 0, it is easy to see that AH = G
and A ∩ H = 1, and thus H is a complement for A in G.
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α is extendible to AHα , and in fact, there is a unique extension αˆ with kernel containing Hα . Fur-
thermore, by standard Clifford theory, every irreducible character of G lying over α is uniquely
of the form (αˆβ)G, where β is some irreducible character of Hα (viewed in a natural way as a
character of AHα with kernel containing A). In principle, therefore, we can construct all of the
irreducible characters of G by computing the H -orbits on the linear characters of A, choosing
a canonical representative α for each orbit, computing the stabilizer of α in H , and then (some-
how) constructing all irreducible characters β of Hα . If we induce each product αˆβ to G, we get
an irreducible character of G, and each irreducible character of G arises just once in this way.
The problem here, of course, is how to compute the irreducible characters of Hα , which (un-
fortunately) may not be a pattern subgroup, and so we cannot simply apply the same procedure
recursively.
In fact, this is exactly the technique used by Lehrer in [7], as applied to the case G = Un(q).
In that situation, it turns out (as we shall see) that the stabilizer in H of an appropriate choice
of a linear character of A in each A-orbit actually is a pattern subgroup. But in general, if G
is an arbitrary pattern group, it is not always possible to find a member of each orbit of linear
characters of A whose stabilizer in H is a pattern group. As we show in the following paragraph,
if such pattern-group stabilizers always existed, that would imply that the values of all irreducible
characters of pattern groups over the field of order q lie in the cyclotomic field Qp = Q[],
where  is a primitive pth root of unity and p is the prime divisor of q . But as we remarked
earlier, it is simply not generally true that all irreducible characters of pattern groups over q lie
in Qp ; this can fail even for the full upper triangular group Un(q).
Since A is an elementary abelian p-group, the values of every linear character α of A lie
in Qp . Because α uniquely determines αˆ, it follows that the values of αˆ also lie in Qp . Assuming
that we can always find a pattern-group stabilizer, it would follow (working by induction on n)
that the values of each irreducible character β of Hα lie in Qp , and thus (αˆβ)G would also have
values in this field, as we claimed.
Although we know that our proposed construction method for the irreducible characters of
pattern groups cannot be completely successful, we can, at least, carry out the first steps of our
procedure, which are to determine the H -orbits on the linear characters of A and to choose a
specific representative for each orbit. To do this, we first establish a bijection between the set
of linear characters of A and the dual space V ∗ of V . (This is a known, and fairly standard
procedure. Indeed, a version of it appears in Lehrer’s paper.)
First, fix a specific nontrivial homomorphism ν from the additive group of the field F of order
q into the multiplicative group C× of the complex numbers C. Now if λ ∈ V ∗, we can define
a corresponding function λ˜ on A = 1 + V by setting λ˜(1 + v) = ν(λ(v)). Since vw = 0 for
v,w ∈ V , we see that (1 + v)(1 + w) = 1 + v + w, and it follows that λ˜ is a homomorphism
from A into C×; in other words, it is a linear character of A. Thus λ → λ˜ is a map (and in fact
is a homomorphism) from V ∗ (as an additive group) into Irr(A) (as a multiplicative group). If
λ 	= 0, then λ(V ) = F , and thus λ(V ) is not contained in the kernel of ν, which means that the
linear character λ˜ ∈ Irr(A) is not trivial. Our homomorphism (˜) : V ∗ → Irr(A), therefore, has
trivial kernel, and so is injective. But |V ∗| = |V | = |A| = | Irr(A)|, and hence (˜) is a bijection
from V ∗ onto Irr(A).
Now H acts on Irr(A) and on V ∗ according to the formulas αh(ah) = α(a) for α ∈ Irr(A) and
a ∈ A, and λh(vh) = λ(v) for λ ∈ V ∗ and v ∈ V . It should be clear now that our bijection (˜)
respects these H actions, and thus to determine the H -orbits on Irr(A) it suffices to determine
the H -orbits on V ∗. We take this point of view from now on, and we focus our attention on V ∗ in
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that H = 1 + K acts trivially by right multiplication on V . We thus have λh(v) = λ(hvh−1) =
λ(hv) for λ ∈ V ∗, v ∈ V and h ∈ H .
Recall that the matrix units et,n with t ∈ T form a basis for V . Let {λt | t ∈ T } be the dual
basis, so that for s, t ∈ T , we have λs(et,n) = 0 if t 	= s and λt (et,n) = 1. For λ ∈ V ∗, we define
the support of λ to be the set of t ∈ T such that the coefficient of λt is nonzero when λ is
expanded as a linear combination of the basis {λt | t ∈ T }. In particular, we see that if S ⊆ T ,
then exactly (q − 1)|S| members of V ∗ have support S.
The following theorem shows how to choose a canonical member of each H -orbit on V ∗, and
thus it selects a linear character in each H -orbit on Irr(A). To state our result, we recall that an
antichain in a partially ordered set is a (possibly empty) subset that does not contain two distinct
comparable elements. Also, if S is a subset of a partially ordered set T , we write A(S) to denote
the set of points in T that lie above at least one member of S.
3.1. Theorem. Let G = GP (q) be a pattern group, and let T , V and H be as in the preceding
discussion, where we view T as a partially ordered set with order defined by the pattern P . Then
each H -orbit O in V ∗ contains exactly one linear functional λ whose support is an antichain
in T . Also, if λ ∈ V ∗ and the support of λ is an antichain S ⊆ T , then the cardinality of the orbit
O containing λ is q |A(S)|. In fact, O is exactly the coset λ + X, where X ⊆ V ∗ is the subspace
consisting of all linear functionals with support contained in A(S).
For each antichain S ⊆ T , therefore, the (q − 1)|S| linear functionals with support equal to S
lie in distinct orbits, and each of these orbits has cardinality q |A(S)|. Also, these account for all of
the H -orbits on V ∗. It follows that for each integer e  0, the number of orbits with cardinality
qe is exactly
∑
S(q − 1)|S|, where S runs over all antichain subsets of T such that |A(S)| = e. In
particular, if we view the number of orbits of size qe as a function of q , with P and e held fixed,
then this number is given by a polynomial in q − 1 with nonnegative integer coefficients. This,
of course, is exactly the kind of result we would like to be able to prove for irreducible character
degrees.
Consider, for example, the case G = Un(q). Then T = {1,2, . . . , n− 1}, and the partial order
on T is the natural order. The antichain subsets of T , therefore, are the empty set and the n − 1
singleton subsets. If S is empty, then, of course, A(S) is empty, and if S = {k} with 1 k  n−1,
then A(S) = {i | k < i  n − 1}, and so |A(S)| = n − k − 1. (In particular, A(S) is empty if
S = {n− 1}.) It follows that there are exactly 1+ (q − 1) = q H -orbits on V ∗ of size 1 and q − 1
orbits of each of the sizes qe for e ∈ {1,2, . . . , n − 2}. An easy check confirms that the sum of
the sizes of all of these orbits is qn−1 = q |T | = |V ∗|, and so, (as predicted by the theorem) we
have accounted for all of the H -orbits on V ∗.
We begin with an easy computation.
3.2. Lemma. Using the previous notation, let h ∈ H and write
h = 1 +
∑
ai,j ei,j ,(i,j)∈Q
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1 if s = t,












Observe that only if i = t and j = s can the (i, j)-term of the sum make a nonzero contribution.
Since there is no (t, s) term unless (t, s) ∈ Q, and in particular t 	= s, we see that if s = t , this
expression equals 1; if (t, s) ∈ Q, we get at,s and otherwise, we get 0. This is exactly what is
needed. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let S be minimal among subsets of T that occur as supports of members





where the coefficients bu are nonzero scalars. We argue first that S is an antichain, and so
S ∩ A(S) = ∅. Otherwise, there exist s, t ∈ S such that s lies above t in the partial order de-
fined by P , or equivalently, (t, s) ∈ Q. Let h = 1 − (bs/bt )et,s and observe that by Lemma 3.2,
we have (λu)h = λu for all u ∈ S with u 	= t . Also, (λt )h = λt − (bs/bt )λs . It follows that the
coefficient of λs in the expansion of λh is 0, while for u ∈ T with u 	= s, the coefficient of λu in
the expansion of λh is the same as in the expansion of λ. It follows that λh has support S − {s},
and since λh ∈O, this contradicts the minimality of S.
Next, we examine an arbitrary member λh of O, where h ∈ H . As in Lemma 3.2, write




If t ∈ S, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that (λt )h is the sum of λt and some linear combination
of λu with u above t . We conclude that λh is the sum of λ and a linear combination of λu with
u ∈ A(S). In particular, since A(S) is disjoint from S, we see that for all t ∈ S, the coefficient
of λt in the expansion of λh is the same as its coefficient in the expansion of λ. It follows that the
support of λh contains S and is contained in S ∪ A(S), and its support is S only if λh = λ. Since
the only subset of S ∪ A(S) that contains S and is an antichain is S itself, it follows that λ is the
only member of O having antichain support.
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of μ is exactly bu, and for u /∈ S ∪ A(S), the coefficient of λu is 0. In other words, we have
shown thatO is contained in the coset λ+X, where X is the subspace of V ∗ consisting of linear
functionals with support contained in A(S). To prove thatO = λ+X, and thus |O| = q |A(S)|, we
must show that for u ∈ A(S), there are no restrictions on the coefficients of λu in the expansion
of μ as μ runs over O. Given μ ∈O and u ∈ A(S), we see that it suffices to find h ∈ H such that
μh − μ is an arbitrary scalar multiple of λu.
Since u ∈ A(S), there exists t ∈ S such that (t, u) ∈ Q, and we let h = 1+aet,u for an arbitrary
scalar a. Then by Lemma 3.2, we see that h fixes λs for t 	= s ∈ T , and (λt )h = λt + aλu. Since
the coefficient of λt in μ is bt 	= 0, it follows that μh − μ = abtλu, and the result follows. 
4. Linear characters of pattern groups
In general, if G = GP (q), we can construct each irreducible character of G exactly once by
choosing an H -orbit O on V ∗ and an irreducible character β of the stabilizer Hλ of the unique
member λ of O having antichain support. (Of course, we really want to choose an H -orbit of
linear characters of A = 1+V , but as we have seen, this is equivalent to choosing an orbit in V ∗.)
The degree of the character constructed by choosing O and β is exactly |O|β(1).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The linear characters of G = GP (Q) are in bijective correspondence
with pairs (λ,β), where λ ∈ V ∗ is in an orbit of size 1 and β is a linear character of Hλ = H .
Working by induction on n, we can assume that the number of linear characters β of H is qr ,
where r is the number of pairs (i, j) with 1  i < j  n − 1 such that j covers i in the partial
order corresponding to the pattern Q. But for i, j < n, we see that j covers i with respect to Q
precisely when j covers i with respect to P . It follows that r is the number of covering pairs in
{1,2, . . . , n} with upper member different from n.
To determine the number of linear characters of G, we must multiply qr by the number of H -
orbits of size 1 in V ∗. These orbits are exactly the sets {λ}, where the support of λ is an antichain
S contained in the set T = {t | (t, n) ∈ P } and such that A(S) is empty. Now T is exactly the
set of points lying below n, and the assumption that A(S) is empty tells us that each member
of S is maximal in T . In other words, the members of S are covered by n. The allowable support
sets S, therefore, are all of the subsets of the set of points covered by n, and hence the H -fixed
members of V ∗ are exactly those linear functionals whose support is some subset of the set of
points covered by n. The number of such linear functionals is qk , where k is the number of points
covered by n, and thus the total number of linear characters of G is qkqr = qk+r . But k is the
number of covering pairs with upper member n, and r is the number of covering pairs with upper
member different from n, and it follows that k + r is the total number of covering pairs in the
poset {1,2, . . . , n}. This completes the proof. 
5. Some stabilizers
We continue to use the foregoing notation, where G = GP (q) is an arbitrary pattern group. In
this section, we compute the stabilizer in H of a linear functional with antichain support.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that









and so λh = λ precisely when the coefficient of λt in the above sum is 0 for all t in T . But only
when t ∈ A(S) is it possible to have (s, t) ∈ Q for some s ∈ S, and thus if t /∈ A(S), the sum
giving the coefficient of λt has no terms, and so is 0. Since the coefficient of λt is automatically
0 if t /∈ A(S), the only requirement is that the sum is 0 for t ∈ A(S). 
An important case is where |S| = 1. If S = {s}, then each sum that is required to be 0 in
Lemma 5.1 has just one term, and since bs 	= 0, the necessary and sufficient condition for h to
lie in Hλ is that as,t = 0 for all t ∈ A(S). In this case, we can write Hλ = 1 + W , where W is
the linear span of the matrix units ei,j , where (i, j) runs over the pattern R obtained from Q
by deleting all pairs (s, t) such that t ∈ A(S). Since Hλ is closed under multiplication and W is
closed under addition, it follows that W is closed under multiplication, and hence R is a closed
pattern. In this situation, where |S| = 1, therefore, the stabilizer Hλ is a pattern group.
Suppose, for example, that G = Un(q), so that P consists of all pairs (i, j) with 1  i <
j  n. In this case, T = {1,2, . . . , n − 1} and the antichains in T are the empty set and the
singleton sets. If S is empty or S = {n−1}, then |A(S)| = 0, and hence a linear functional λ with
support S is invariant in H . In this case, Hλ = H ∼= Un−1(q). If the support of λ is S = {k}, with
1 k < n − 1, then to find the pattern R corresponding to Hλ, we must delete from Q all pairs
of the form (k, j) with j ∈ A(S). In this case, A(S) = {j | k < j  n − 1}, and so the pattern R
is obtained by removing row k from Q. We thus have R = {(i, j) | 1 i < j  n − 1, i 	= k}.
Consider one more example, which we shall need later. Suppose that our starting pattern P
consists of all pairs (i, j) with 1 i < j  n, except that one row, say row r , has been removed,
where r < n. If r = 1, then GP (q) is naturally isomorphic to Un−1(q), and this case is not
especially interesting. Suppose, therefore, that r > 1, so that T = {1,2, . . . , n − 1} − {r}. The
partial order defined by P yields a total order on T , and again, the antichains in T are the
empty set and the singleton subsets. Let k ∈ T and suppose λ ∈ V ∗ has support S = {k}. Then
Hλ is the pattern group corresponding to the pattern R, where R consists of all members of Q
except pairs (k, t) where t ∈ A(S). If k > r , then A(S) = {j | k < j  n − 1}, and hence the
pattern R is simply Q with row k removed. In this case, we have R = {(i, j) | 1  i < j 
n−1, i 	= r, i 	= k}. If k < r , on the other hand, then since r is missing from T , it is also missing
from A(S), and so we do not delete the pair (k, r) from Q when we construct R. In this case,
R = {(i, j) | 1 i < j  n − 1, i 	= r, i 	= k} ∪ {(k, r)}.
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In this section we prove part (a) of Theorem A by counting the irreducible characters of degree
q of Un(q). (As we said previously, this result was also found by Marjoram [8].) We restate the
formula here.
6.1. Theorem. Suppose that n 3. Then
Nn,1(q) = qn−3(q − 1)
(
(n − 3)q + 1).
Proof. For notational convenience, write fn = Nn,1(q), and note that f3 = q − 1, as is predicted
by the theorem. We can assume, therefore, that n  4. The number fn of irreducible charac-
ters of Un(q) with degree q is equal to the number of pairs (λ,β), where λ ∈ V ∗ has antichain
support S and β ∈ Irr(Hλ), and where |O|β(1) = q , where O is the orbit containing λ. In partic-
ular, since |O| is a power of q , we must consider two types of pairs: those where |O| = q and
β(1) = 1, and those where |O| = 1 and β(1) = q .
Recall that |O| = q |A(S)| and that the antichain S is either empty or is one of the singleton
sets {k} with 1  k  n − 1. Also, if S = {k}, then A(S) = {j | k < j  n − 1}, which has
cardinality n − k − 1.
If |O| = 1, then O = {λ}, where λ has support S and |A(S)| = 0. It follows that either S is
empty or S = {n − 1}, and the number of orbits of this type is 1 + (q − 1) = q . For each such
orbit, Hλ = H ∼= Un−1(q), and so the number of characters β ∈ Irr(Hλ) with degree q is fn−1.
Orbits of size 1, therefore, contribute qfn−1 pairs to the total fn.
Now suppose λ has antichain support S = {k} and that it lies in an orbit of size q . Then
|A(S)| = 1, and hence k = n − 2 and there are exactly q − 1 possibilities for λ. In this situation,
we must count the linear characters β of Hλ, which is the pattern subgroup of Un−1(q) corre-
sponding to the pattern R = {(i, j) | 1 i < j  n − 1, i 	= n − 2}. The associated partial order
on {1,2, . . . , n− 1} is the natural order, except that n− 2 does not lie below n− 1. The covering
pairs in this situation are the pairs (i, i + 1) for 1 i  n− 3 and also (n− 3, n− 1), and hence
there are exactly n− 2 covering pairs. It follows by Theorem 2.1 that Hλ has exactly qn−2 linear
characters β . (Note that if n = 3, there are no covering pairs; this is where we are using the as-
sumption that n 4.) The number of pairs (λ,β) where |O| = q , therefore, is (q − 1)qn−2, and
combining this with our previous count, we get
fn = qfn−1 + (q − 1)qn−2
for n 4.
This recurrence relation, together with the fact that f3 = q − 1, completely determines fn
for n 4. It is routine to check that the formula we are trying to prove satisfies this recurrence
relation, and since it gives the correct answer for n = 3, this formula must be correct. This
completes the proof. 
7. Upper bounds
In order to count the irreducible characters of Un(q) with degree qe, where e = μ(n) and
e = μ(n) − 1, we need to establish some upper bounds on the irreducible character degrees of
certain pattern groups. In particular, we want to prove that qμ(n) really is an upper bound for the
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for an arbitrary finite group, the degrees of the irreducible characters are at most the index of any
given abelian subgroup. Our goal, therefore, is to find large abelian subgroups of Un(q) and of
certain other pattern groups.
Given an integer r with 1 r < n, consider the pattern
P = {(i, j) ∣∣ 1 i  r, r + 1 j  n}.
Since the right component of each member of P exceeds the left component of every mem-
ber, P is closed, and the product is zero for every two matrix units ei,j corresponding to pairs
(i, j) ∈ P . It follows that the pattern group GP (q) is abelian, and hence its index |Un(q) : GP (q)|
is an upper bound for the degrees of the irreducible characters of Un(q). This index is qe, where
e is the number of points in the full pattern {(i, j) | 1 i < j  n} that lie outside of P . These
outside points form two disjoint triangular sets. One of these consists of columns j = 1 through
j = r , containing 0 through r − 1 points, respectively. The other triangular region consists of
rows i = r + 1 through i = n, containing n− (r + 1) through n− n = 0 points, respectively. The
total number of points outside of P , therefore is r(r − 1)/2 + (n − r)(n − r − 1)/2.
Recall that by definition, μ(2m) = m(m − 1) and μ(2m + 1) = m2.
7.1. Lemma. The irreducible character degrees of Un(q) are at most qμ(n).
Proof. By the foregoing reasoning, we see that each integer r with 1  r < n yields an upper
bound of the form qe for the irreducible character degrees of Un(q), where e = r(r − 1)/2 +
(n − r)(n − r − 1)/2. If n = 2m, then take r = m to get e = m(m − 1) = μ(n), as wanted. If,
on the other hand, n = 2m + 1, we take either r = m or r = m + 1. With either choice, we have
e = (m + 1)m/2 + m(m − 1)/2 = m2 = μ(n), and this completes the proof. 
The following easy observation will simplify some of our computations.
7.2. Lemma. We have
(a) μ(n) − μ(n − 1) = [(n − 1)/2] if n 2.
(b) μ(n) − μ(n − 2) = n − 2 if n 3.
Proof. If n = 2m, then
μ(n) − μ(n − 1) = m(m − 1) − (m − 1)2 = m − 1 = [(n − 1)/2],
and if n = 2m + 1, we have
μ(n) − μ(n − 1) = m2 − m(m − 1) = m = [(n − 1)/2].
This proves (a), and assertion (b) follows since [(n − 1)/2] + [(n − 2)/2] = n − 2. 
Next, we consider the pattern group that we will call Gn,k(q), where n  2 and 1  k < n.
This is the group that corresponds to the pattern {(i, j) | 1 i < j  n, i 	= k}. (In other words,
row k has been deleted from the full set of all possible pairs.)
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e =
{
μ(n) − n + k if k > [(n + 1)/2], and
μ(n − 1) if k  [(n + 1)/2].
Proof. Let
P = {(i, j) ∣∣ 1 i  r, r + 1 j  n},
as before, and take r = [(n+ 1)/2], so that r = m if n = 2m and r = m+ 1 if n = 2m+ 1. First,
suppose that k > r . As before, we determine the number e of points (i, j) lying outside of P
to establish the upper bound qe for the irreducible character degrees. When we were working
with the full upper triangular group, we found that the number of points outside of P was μ(n),
but now, of course, we do not count the n − k points in row k, all of which were outside in
our previous count. (This, of course, is because we are assuming that k > r .) This yields e =
μ(n) − (n − k), as wanted.
Now suppose k  r . We modify the pattern P of the previous situation by deleting (as we
must) the points in row k. Now adjoin all of the points in column k to obtain the pattern
Q = {(i, j) ∣∣ 1 i  r, r + 1 j  n, i 	= k}∪ {(i, k) ∣∣ 1 i < k}.
The right component of each point in Q is different from the left component of all of these points,
and thus, reasoning as before, we see that Q is closed and defines an abelian pattern subgroup
of Gn,k(q). We determine the number e of points outside of Q in order to obtain our degree
upper bound. Again, we start with μ(n), which is the number of points outside of the rectangular
pattern P , which we considered for the group Un(q). To obtain e, we must subtract k − 1 to
account for the points in column k (which do not lie outside of Q) and we must also subtract
r − k for the points of row k that lie outside P , but which do not count as “outside points” in this
situation. (These are the points (k, j) for k < j  r .) This yields an upper bound of qe, where
the number e of outside points is given by
e = μ(n) − (k − 1) − (r − k) = μ(n) − (r − 1) = μ(n) − [(n − 1)/2]= μ(n − 1).
The last equality, of course, follows by Lemma 7.2. This completes the proof. 
Finally, we consider the pattern group we will call Hn,k(q), where n 4 and 2 < k < n. The
corresponding pattern here is defined by deleting two rows from the set of all possible pairs:
row 2 and also row k. (This will be needed later for our calculation of Nn,μ(n)−1(q).)
7.4. Lemma. Let n  4 and 2 < k < n. Each irreducible character of the group Hn,k(q) has
degree at most qe, where
e =
{
μ(n − 1) − n + k if k > [(n + 2)/2], and
μ(n − 2) if k  [(n + 2)/2].
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pattern
P = {(i, j) ∣∣ 1 i  r, r + 1 j  n},
which defines an abelian pattern group. Temporarily working in Un(q) and counting as before,




+ (m − 1)(m − 2)
2
= m2 − m + 1
outside points, and if n = 2m + 1, the number of outside points is
(m + 1)m
2
+ m(m − 1)
2
= m2.
Now we remove row 2, and so we must delete from our count the points (2, j) with 2 < j  r .
The number of such points is r −2 = m−1, and this leaves m2 −2m+2 outside points if n = 2m
and m2 − m + 1 outside points if n = 2m + 1.
After we delete the part of P that lies in row 2, we can adjoin the point (1,2) to P to obtain the
pattern P ∗, which also corresponds to an abelian pattern subgroup of Gn,2(q). This, of course,
yields one fewer outside point, and so if n = 2m, we have m2 − 2m + 1 = (m − 1)2 points
outside P ∗, and if n = 2m+1, there are m2 −m = m(m−1) points outside of P ∗. In both cases,
therefore, the number of points outside of P ∗ is μ(n − 1).
Next, we remove row k. If k > r , this deletes all of the n − k points in row k from the set of
outside points, leaving e outside points, where e = μ(n− 1)− n+ k. This yields the irreducible
character degree bound qe, as claimed.
Now suppose that k < r . We must delete the points (k, j) from the set of outside points, where
k < j  r . The number of such points is r − k = m+1− k, which leaves μ(n−1)− (m+1− k)
outside points. But in this case, as in the proof of Lemma 7.3, we can improve our bound by
adjoining the points in column k to what is left of P ∗ after deleting row k. This yields a pattern
Q that defines an abelian pattern group, and so it suffices to determine the number e of points
outside of Q. To count these, observe that the points (i, k) are being deleted from the previous
set of outside points, where 1 i < k and i 	= 2. There are k − 2 such points, and so
e = μ(n − 1) − (m + 1 − k) − (k − 2) = μ(n − 1) − m + 1
= μ(n − 1) − [(n − 2)/2]= μ(n − 2).
(We are, of course, applying Lemma 7.2 here with n − 1 in place of n.) This completes the
proof. 
8. Characters of largest degree
In this section we count the irreducible characters of Un(q) having degree qμ(n). This will
prove Theorem A, part (b), which we restate here.
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Nn,μ(n)(q) =
{
q(q − 1)m−1 if n = 2m, and
(q − 1)m if n = 2m + 1.
Proof. For convenience, write fn = Nn,μ(n)(q). Observe that f1 = 1 and f2 = q , and since the
assertion of the theorem holds in these cases, we can assume that n 3. Using our usual notation,
we know that to compute fn, it suffices to count certain pairs (λ,β), where λ ∈ V ∗ has antichain
support, and where β is an irreducible character of Hλ. If O is the H -orbit containing λ, the
requirement is that |O|β(1) = qμ(n). Since the associated partial order for Un(q) is the natural
linear order and we have T = {1,2, . . . , n − 1}, we see that the antichain subsets of T are the
empty set and the singleton sets {k} for 1 k  n − 1.
We will show that it is not possible to have |O|β(1) = qμ(n) except when the support of λ
is {1}. Assuming this, we compute fn as follows. Suppose that λ has support S = {1}. Since
A(S) = {2,3, . . . , n − 1}, we have |O| = q |A(S)| = qn−2, and thus we must count the irreducible
characters β of Hλ having degree qe, where e = μ(n) − (n − 2) = μ(n − 2).
In this situation, we know that Hλ is the pattern subgroup of Un−1(q) corresponding to the
pattern obtained by deleting row 1, and thus Hλ ∼= Un−2(q). The number of irreducible characters
of Hλ having degree qμ(n−2), therefore, is exactly fn−2. To find fn, we must multiply fn−2 by
q − 1 in order to account for the q − 1 different linear functionals that have support {1}. This
yields the recurrence relation
fn = (q − 1)fn−2,
which together with the initial conditions f1 = 1 and f2 = q uniquely determines fn for all
n > 2. Since the formula for fn = Nn,μ(n)(q) given in the statement of the theorem satisfies this
recurrence relation, the result follows.
We must now show that if S is an antichain subset of T different from {1}, then there does
not exist β ∈ Irr(Hλ) such that |O|β(1) = qμ(n). First, if S is the empty set, then |O| = 1 and we
need β(1) = qμ(n). But Hλ = H ∼= Un−1(q), and the largest possible degree for β in this case is
qμ(n−1). But this is too small since for n 3, we have μ(n− 1) < μ(n). It follows that S cannot
be empty.
We can now assume that S = {k} for some integer k with 1 < k  n − 1. Then A(S) = {i |
k < i  n − 1}, and hence |O| = q |A(S)| = qn−k−1. We complete the proof by showing that if
β ∈ Irr(Hλ), then |O|β(1) < qμ(n). We show, in other words, that β(1) < qe, where e = μ(n) −
(n − k − 1).
Now Hλ is the pattern subgroup of Un−1(q) obtained by deleting row k, and so in the notation




μ(n − 1) − (n − 1) + k if k > [n/2], and
μ(n − 2) if k  [n/2].
If k > [n/2], therefore, we need
μ(n) − n + k + 1 > μ(n − 1) − n + k + 1,
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inequality is μ(n)− n+ k + 1 > μ(n− 2), or equivalently, n− k − 1 < μ(n)−μ(n− 2). Since
μ(n) − μ(n − 2) = n − 2 and k > 1, this inequality holds, and the proof is complete. 
9. The second largest degree
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem A by counting the irreducible characters
of Un(q) having degree qμ(n)−1. Of course, this makes sense only when μ(n)  1, or equiva-
lently, when n 3. We restate our result here.
9.1. Theorem. For n 3, we have
Nn,μ(n)−1(q) =
{
q(q − 1)m−1(m(q − 1) + 1) if n = 2m + 1, and
q(q − 1)m−1((m − 1)q + 1) if n = 2m.
First, we establish a preliminary result.
9.2. Theorem. For n  4, let G = Gn,2(q) be the pattern subgroup of Un(q) corresponding
to the pattern where row 2 is deleted. Then an upper bound for the degrees of the irreducible
characters of G is qμ(n−1). The number of irreducible characters of G having this degree is
(q − 1)qNn−3,μ(n−3)(q).
Proof. If we apply Lemma 7.3 with k = 2, we obtain the upper bound qμ(n−1) for the degrees
of the irreducible characters of G. We thus have the desired degree upper bound, and it remains
to determine the number (which we call gn) of irreducible characters of G having this degree.
We use our usual notation in the pattern group G. Thus T = {1,3,4, . . . , n−1} and the partial
order (restricted to T ) is the standard linear order on these numbers. The antichain subsets of T ,
therefore, are the empty set and the singleton subsets. Also, gn is equal to the number of pairs
(λ,β), where λ ∈ V ∗ lies in the H -orbit O and has antichain support S, and where β ∈ Irr(Hλ)
and |O|β(1) = qμ(n−1).
First, suppose that S = {1}. Then A(S) = {3,4, . . . , n − 1}, and so |O| = q |A(S)| = qn−3.
We must, therefore, count characters β ∈ Irr(Hλ) such that β(1) = qe, where e = μ(n − 1) −
(n − 3) = μ(n − 3). In this situation, Hλ is the pattern subgroup of Gn−1,2(q) with almost all
of row 1 deleted, the exception being that the point (1,2) should not be deleted. Then Hλ ∼=
U2(q) × Un−3(q), and since U2(q) is abelian and has q linear characters, it follows that Hλ
has exactly qNn−3,μ(n−3)(q) irreducible characters of degree qμ(n−3). Since there are q − 1
linear functionals with support {1}, this accounts for (q − 1)qNn−3,μ(n−3)(q) pairs (λ,β) of the
required type. It remains to show that there are no others.
If S is empty, then |O| = 1 and Hλ = H ∼= Gn−1,2(q). We must show that this group has no
irreducible character with degree as large as qμ(n−1). By Lemma 7.3 with k = 2 and with n−1 in
place of n, we see that an upper bound for the degrees of the irreducible characters of Gn−1,2(q)
is qμ(n−2). Since μ(n − 2) < μ(n − 1), we see that there are no pairs (λ,β) of the desired type
if S is empty.
Now suppose that S = {k}, where 2 < k  n − 1. Then A(S) = {i | k < i  n − 1}, and thus
|O| = q |A(S)| = qn−k−1. To complete the proof, we show that Irr(Hλ) contains no character with
degree as large as qe, where e = μ(n − 1) − (n − k − 1). In this situation, Hλ is the pattern
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Hn−1,k(q), and so by Lemma 7.4, with n − 1 in place of n, it suffices to show that
e >
{
μ(n − 2) − n + k + 1 if k > [(n + 1)/2], and
μ(n − 3) if k  [(n + 1)/2],
where we recall that e = μ(n − 1) − n + k + 1.
If k > [(n + 1)/2], we need μ(n − 1) − n + k + 1 > μ(n − 2) − n + k + 1, which is clear. If
k  [(n+ 1)/2], the required inequality is μ(n− 1)−n+ k + 1 > μ(n− 3). But μ(n− 1)−n =
μ(n − 3) − 3, and so we need k > 2, which we have. This completes the proof. 
We mention that the upper bound of Theorem 9.2 is actually attained since Nn,μ(n)(q) is
nonzero by Theorem 8.1.
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Write fn = Nn,μ(n)−1(q). It is easy to check that as predicted by the
theorem, f3 = q2 and f4 = q(q −1)(q +1). We assume, therefore, that n 5, and as in the proof
of Theorem 8.1, we proceed by deriving a recurrence relation for fn. As usual, we count pairs
(λ,β), where λ has antichain support set S and β ∈ Irr(Hλ), but this time, we want |O|β(1) =
qμ(n)−1, whereO is the H -orbit containing λ. Also as before, we have T = {1,2, . . . , n− 1} and
the antichain subsets of T are the empty set and the singleton sets.
First, suppose that S = {1}, and recall that there are q − 1 linear functionals with support S.
In this case, we proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 8.1. We have Hλ ∼= Un−2(q) and
|O| = q |A(S)| = qn−2, and thus we need β(1) = qe, where e = μ(n)−1−(n−2) = μ(n−2)−1.
The number of such characters β ∈ Irr(Hλ) is fn−2 and this accounts for (q−1)fn−2 pairs (λ,β).
Next, suppose that S = {2}, so that |A(S)| = n− 3 and |O| = qn−3. We must count characters
β ∈ Irr(Hλ) having degree qe, where e = μ(n) − 1 − (n − 3) = μ(n − 2). In this case, Hλ is
the pattern subgroup of Un−1(q), where the pattern results from the deletion of row 2. In our
previous notation, therefore, we have Hλ ∼= Gn−1,2(q). Substituting n − 1 for n in Theorem 9.2,
we see the number of irreducible characters β with degree μ(n − 2) is (q − 1)qNn−4,μ(n−4)(q).
This accounts for (q − 1)2qNn−4,μ(n−4)(q) pairs (λ,β).
We will show that none of the remaining possibilities for S yields any pairs that meet our
conditions, and thus
(∗) fn = (q − 1)fn−2 + (q − 1)2qNn−4,μ(n−4)(q).
Since Theorem 8.1 with n− 4 in place of n gives an explicit formula for Nn−4,μ(n−4)(q), we see
that (∗) yields a recurrence relation that uniquely determines fn for n 5. It is routine to check
that the formula for fn = Nn,μ(n)−1(q) in the statement of the theorem satisfies this recurrence
relation, and this establishes the result.
To complete the proof, we must check that if S is empty or S = {k} with 2 < k  n − 1, then
there are no pairs (λ,β) that contribute to fn, where λ has support S. (Note that when S is empty,
the computation is the same as when k = n − 1.) We have A(S) = {i | k < i  n − 1}, so that
|O| = q |A(S)| = qn−1−k , and so we need β with degree qe, where e = (μ(n)− 1)− (n − 1 − k).
In this case, Hλ ∼= Gn−1,k(q), and so we appeal to Lemma 7.3 again, with n − 1 in place of n.
As in our previous proofs, it suffices to show that
e >
{
μ(n − 1) − n + 1 + k if k > [n/2], and
μ(n − 2) if k  [n/2],
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μ(n) − μ(n − 1) = [(n − 1)/2]  2 because n  5. If, on the other hand, k  [n/2], we need
μ(n) − n + k > μ(n − 2) = μ(n) − (n − 2). This inequality holds because k > 2, and the proof
is now complete. 
10. A further remark
We have been discussing the degrees of the irreducible characters of the groups Un(q) and
its pattern subgroups. These degrees, of course, are the values of the characters at the identity of
the group, and this suggests the possibility of saying something about character values at other
group elements. Some experimentation suggests the following conjecture. (We admit to having
little confidence that this is really true, however.)
10.1. Conjecture. Let G = GP (q) be a pattern group. Then all nonzero values of characters
χ ∈ Irr(G) are rational integer multiples of roots of unity.
This is definitely false if we try to extend it from pattern groups to general algebra groups. For
example, if G = 1+J , where J is the Jacobson radical of the group algebra of the dihedral group
of order 16 over the field F of order 2, one can compute that
√
8 is one of the irreducible character
values. To see that G is not a pattern group, it suffices to check that [J,J ] < J 2, where [J,J ]
is the linear span of the elements [x, y] = xy − yx for x, y ∈ J . (See the discussion following
the statement of Corollary 2.2.) In this case, [J,J ] has dimension 9 over F and generates a
subalgebra of dimension 11, while J 2 has dimension 13.
For many pattern groups, it turns out that in fact, the rational integers referred to in the state-
ment of the conjecture are powers of q . That can fail, however, as is shown by U7(2), which has
an irreducible character that takes on the value 12.
There is something we can prove, however.
10.2. Theorem. Suppose that G = GP (q) is a pattern group, where q is a power of the prime p,
and let A = 1 +V be the abelian normal subgroup of G as in Section 3. Then for each character
χ ∈ Irr(G) and each element a ∈ A, either χ(a) = 0 or χ(a) = χ(1) for some pth root of
unity , depending on χ and a.
Proof. Note that χA has the form eΔ, where e is a positive integer and Δ is the sum of a G-orbit
on the linear characters of A. Since χ(1) = eΔ(1), it suffices to show that for every element
a ∈ A, either Δ(a) = 0 or else Δ(a) has the form Δ(1), where  is a pth root of unity.
A G-orbit on Irr(A) is (in the notation of Section 3) an H -orbit, and it corresponds to an
H -orbit on V ∗. (Recall that μ ∈ V ∗ corresponds to μ˜ ∈ Irr(A), defined by μ˜(1 + v) = ν(μ(v)),
where ν is a fixed homomorphism from the additive group of the field F of order q into C×.)
Let O be the H -orbit on V ∗ corresponding to the H -orbit on Irr(A) with sum Δ, and let λ ∈O
have antichain support S. By Theorem 3.1, the orbit O is the coset λ + X, where X ⊆ V ∗ is
the subspace consisting of all linear functionals on V with support contained in the set A(S).
If μ ∈ O is arbitrary, therefore, we can write μ = λ + σ , where σ ∈ X. To evaluate the linear
character μ˜ at an element a ∈ A, write a = 1 + v, with v ∈ V . Then
μ˜(a) = ν(λ(v) + σ(v))= ν(λ(v))ν(σ(v))= λ˜(a)σ˜ (a),





The linear characters σ˜ for σ ∈ X form a (multiplicative) subgroup of Irr(A), and so by general
facts about linear characters of abelian groups, there is a subgroup B ⊆ A such that the characters
σ˜ for σ ∈ X are exactly the linear characters of A with kernel containing B . Their sum, therefore,
is the regular character of A/B , viewed as a character of A, and so if a ∈ B , its value is |A : B| =
|X| = |O| = Δ(1), and if a /∈ B , its value is 0. It follows that Δ(a) is either 0, or else it is the pth
root of unity λ˜(a) times Δ(1). This completes the proof. 
Appendix A
As promised in the introduction, we present here a list of polynomials in q that appear to be
equal to the functions Nn,e(q) for 2 n 9 and 0 e  μ(n). (In each of the following tables,
the number in the first column is e.) Note that we have extracted all factors of q and q − 1, but no
effort has been made to factor these polynomials any further. Finally, we call the reader’s attention
to a curious property of our polynomials: for all e < n, if we differentiate the polynomial given





1 (q − 1)
n = 4
0 q3
1 q(q − 1)(q + 1)
2 q(q − 1)
n = 5
0 q4
1 q2(q − 1)(2q + 1)
2 q(q − 1)(2q2 + q − 1)
3 q(q − 1)(2q − 1)
4 (q − 1)2
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0 q5
1 q3(q − 1)(3q + 1)
2 q2(q − 1)(q3 + 3q2 + q − 2)
3 q2(q − 1)(4q2 + q − 3)
4 (q − 1)(2q4 + 2q3 − 3q2 − q + 1)
5 q(q − 1)2(2q + 1)
6 q(q − 1)2
n = 7
0 q6
1 q4(q − 1)(4q + 1)
2 q3(q − 1)(2q3 + 5q2 − 3)
3 q2(q − 1)(3q4 + 6q3 − 2q2 − 5q + 1)
4 q(q − 1)(2q5 + 9q4 − 5q3 − 6q2 + q + 1)
5 q(q − 1)(q5 + 7q4 − 2q3 − 9q2 + 3q + 1)
6 q(q − 1)2(4q3 + 7q2 − 3q − 1)
7 (q − 1)2(5q3 − 3q + 1)
8 q(q − 1)2(3q − 2)
9 (q − 1)3
n = 8
0 q7
1 q5(q − 1)(5q + 1)
2 q4(q − 1)(3q3 + 8q2 − 2q − 4)
3 q3(q − 1)(q5 + 5q4 + 10q3 − 7q2 − 8q + 3)
4 q2(q − 1)(12q5 + 9q4 − 16q3 − 9q2 + 6q + 1)
5 q(q − 1)(2q7 + 8q6 + 13q5 − 23q4 − 9q3 + 12q2 + 0q − 1)
6 q3(q − 1)(q5 + 7q4 + 16q3 − 24q2 − 14q + 15)
7 q(q − 1)2(6q5 + 18q4 + 4q3 − 19q2 + q + 3)
8 q(q − 1)2(q5 + 13q4 + 8q3 − 14q2 − 4q + 3)
9 (q − 1)2(4q5 + 10q4 − 7q3 − 8q2 + 3q + 1)
10 (q − 1)2(5q4 + q3 − 6q2 + 1)
11 q(q − 1)3(3q + 1)
12 q(q − 1)3
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0 q8
1 q6(q − 1)(6q + 1)
2 q5(q − 1)(4q3 + 12q2 − 5q − 5)
3 q4(q − 1)(2q5 + 9q4 + 14q3 − 15q2 − 11q + 6)
4 q4(q − 1)(4q5 + 19q4 + 11q3 − 34q2 − 10q + 14)
5 q2(q − 1)(q8 + 5q7 + 29q6 + q5 − 53q4 − 2q3 + 27q2 − 3q − 2)
6 q2(q − 1)(10q7 + 33q6 − 9q5 − 68q4 + 10q3 + 38q2 − 11q − 1)
7 q(q − 1)(2q9 + 8q8 + 27q7 + 2q6 − 87q5 + 20q4 + 46q3 − 15q2 − 3q + 1)
8 q(q − 1)2(9q7 + 33q6 + 40q5 − 45q4 − 40q3 + 21q2 + 5q − 1)
9 q(q − 1)2(2q7 + 30q6 + 42q5 − 44q4 − 48q3 + 25q2 + 7q − 1)
10 (q − 1)2(2q8 + 13q7 + 38q6 − 24q5 − 49q4 + 20q3 + 11q2 − 3q − 1)
11 q(q − 1)2(4q6 + 25q5 + 5q4 − 48q3 + 7q2 + 9q + 1)
12 q(q − 1)2(10q5 + 18q4 − 32q3 − 10q2 + 18q − 3)
13 (q − 1)3(12q4 + 10q3 − 13q2 + q + 1)
14 (q − 1)3(9q3 − 2q2 − 5q + 2)
15 q(q − 1)3(4q − 3)
16 (q − 1)4
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